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HOW BAD IS IT?

Intentionally
“Laying Out”
With SPF
Healthy Obsession
These chicly packaged bars
come in a yummy flavor (what up,
vanilla cashew) and pack 10 grams of
keep-you-full protein along with
antioxidant-rich spirulina. The perfect
post-workout snack, found.
Sakara Detox Bars, $29 for
6 bars, sakara.com

You’ll “Any form of tanning,
Live even if you don’t

/
Wellness or
Woo-Woo?

Charcoal
Toothpaste
Suddenly everywhere,
charcoal (also seen in face
masks and at the juice bar)
is migrating into mouths,
with black toothpaste
hailed as the newest way to
kill bacteria and whiten
teeth. Often used to treat
poison victims, the mineral
is believed by some to
vacuum out the body’s
impurities. But it shouldn’t
replace your regular toothpaste, which contains

cavity-fighting fluoride,
says Brian Kantor, DDS, a
cosmetic dentist in New
York City (very few charcoal pastes have fluoride).
As for those coffee stains:
Both activated charcoal
and whitening toothpastes
treat surface discoloration,
but no research suggests
one is better, notes Kantor.
Bottom line: If you try it,
find a charcoal paste with
fluoride.

Just
Don’t
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burn, is damaging to
your skin,” says Jennifer Chwalek, MD,
board-certified dermatologist at Union
Square Laser Dermatology in New York
City. That’s because
SPF—yep, even in
bottles with high
numbers—doesn’t
block all damaging
sunlight. The UV rays
that sneak through
can leave you more
susceptible to wrinkles, sagging, dryness, and even skin
cancer. If you must
lay out, avoid peak
UV hours (11 a.m. to
4 p.m.) or find a shady
spot by the pool and
slather on sunscreen.
Dr. Chwalek recommends a broadspectrum of at least
SPF 30 or anything
with the Skin Cancer
Foundation’s seal.
Apply a shot glass–
size amount to your
body 15 to 30 minutes
before heading out
and every two hours
or after taking a dip.

Ask Dr. Ashton
My gyno said my Pap
smear was abnormal.
Should I be scared?
Q

A_ It depends. Your result might
signal HPV or a precancerous
lesion—but that doesn’t mean you
have cancer right now. In women
ages 21 to 24, most mildly abnormal
Paps resolve on their own, but
others do carry a higher risk and
may require a biopsy. Either way,
book a follow-up with your doc.

Is there any way to
prevent gaining
weight when I go on the Pill?
Q

A_ Data suggests women gain two
pounds, on average, after starting,
likely because the Pill’s hormones
can influence your body’s fluid and
sodium retention (read: it’s probably water weight.) For some, this
side effect is temporary, but others
may want to try a new dosage or
brand to see if the extra lbs. go away.
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24
THE PERCENTAGE THAT
YOUR RISK FOR FATAL
HEART DISEASE
PLUMMETS WHEN YOU
REPLACE 30 MINUTES
OF DAILY COUCH TIME
WITH 30 MINUTES OF
WALKING, CLEANING
YOUR APARTMENT, OR
EVEN STANDING.

SOURCE: CLINICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY JOURNAL

